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clearly define its epoch as will the date at the bottom
of a sixpence of Queen Victoria.
All these facts will instantly demonstrate to the collector
the difficulties to be experienced; having, as he has to do,
to draw nearly all his information from Chinese native
numismatic works, the very few European writings of any
value on the subject being of excessive rarity. There is
an article on the coins of the reigning dynasty by Mr. A.
Wylie, published in No. 1 of the Journal of the Shanghai
Literary and Scientific Society, in June, 1858, which has
been of the greatest use in classifying the latter portion of
this collection. Another difficulty against which collectors
of Chinese coins will have to contend is one little known
to ordinary readers, yet of the greatest importance, as
clearly marking the epochs in the reigns of the various
sovereigns. Every monarch on ascending the throne has
two titles; one is his " Meaou Haou," and the other his
" Kwoh Haou." The former is that by which his name
will, in an historical sense, be perpetuated to posterity,
the other is that by which he is ordinarily known. Some
emperors haye changed their title as many as nine times
for some important reason or other, usually a great
national calamity or want of good fortune, while others
have reigned through a quarter of a century under one
designation*
With a view to a clearer comprehension of the differ-
ences and changes through which the monetary system
of the Chinese has passed, I have prepared a short his-
torical summary as a species of running commentary, and
shall, from time to time, cite varieties of the coins as
illustrative of such changes.
The obscure history of China dates back into the dark
ages,—there is no apparent limit to it,—some native his*

